Modification of bacterial artificial chromosomes through Chi-stimulated homologous recombination and its application in zebrafish transgenesis
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ABSTRACT The modification of yeast artificial chromosomes through homologous recombination has become a useful genetic tool for studying gene function and enhancer/promoter activity. However, it is difficult to purify intact yeast artificial chromosome DNA at a concentration sufficient for many applications. Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) are vectors that can accommodate large DNA fragments and can easily be purified as plasmid DNA. We report herein a simple procedure for modifying BACs through homologous recombination using a targeting construct containing properly situated Chi sites. To demonstrate a usage for this technique, we modified BAC clones containing the zebrafish GATA-2 genomic locus by replacing the first coding exon with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene.

Molecular analyses confirmed that the modification occurred without additional deletions or rearrangements of the BACs. Microinjection demonstrated that GATA-2 expression patterns can be recapitulated in living zebrafish embryos by using these GFP-modified GATA-2 BACs. Embryos microinjected with the modified BAC clones were less mosaic and had improved GFP expression in hematopoietic progenitor cells compared with smaller plasmid constructs. The precise modification of BACs through Chi-stimulated homologous recombination should be useful for studying gene function and regulation in cultured cells or organisms where gene transfer is applicable.

The introduction of transgenes into living embryos has had a profound effect on the study of gene function and regulation (1, 2). Traditionally, DNA constructs smaller than 20 kb are used for this purpose because of their accessibility to standard molecular manipulations. However, these smaller plasmid constructs are often missing important elements for the regulation of gene activity. With the development of artificial chromosomes capable of cloning DNA fragments up to 2 megabases long, it is now possible to use intact genomic loci as transgenes (3, 4).

Transgenic mice have been produced with yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) containing a variety of gene loci (5, 6). Although wild-type YACs are often used for this purpose, the inherently high frequency of homologous recombination in yeast makes it possible to precisely modify YACs by deletion or insertion of exogenous DNA. This property can be exploited to precisely modify DNA sequences by using linear targeting constructs containing regions of homology with any YAC (7). These modifications can include insertion of a reporter gene or introduction of mutations that mimic genetic defects (8). Given the large cloning capacity of YACs (9), it is also possible to perform unique in vivo studies on gene regulation. However, despite the ease of modifying YACs, the production of transgenic animals with such large molecules of DNA is a formidable task. Methods aimed at improving both the yield and integrity of purified YAC DNA have been established (10, 11), yet it is still difficult to purify YAC DNA that is both structurally intact and at a concentration sufficient for many experimental applications including zebrafish transgenesis. Additionally, both modified and wild-type YACs can exist in a single yeast clone (4), which complicates purification and verification of the modified YAC.

Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) are Escherichia coli F factor-based vectors capable of maintaining cloned DNA fragments up to 300 kb (12). Bacteriophage P1-derived artificial chromosomes (PACs) also are high-cloning-capacity vectors and are capable of maintaining inserts in the range of 100–300 kb (13). Because BACs and PACs are stably maintained in bacteria and are amenable to the same molecular manipulations as conventional plasmid DNA, they offer a significant advantage over working with YACs. Recently, the mouse circadian Clock gene was identified in transgenic mice by using a 140-kb BAC to rescue the Clock mutation (14). However, for BAC transgenic technology to be useful for studying gene function and regulation, methods for modifying these artificial chromosomes at precise locations must be established. A temperature-sensitive plasmid based system has been developed to produce gene replacements and deletions in the E. coli chromosome through homologous recombination (15) and was recently used to insert the lacZ marker gene into a BAC for the purpose of generating transgenic mice (16). This technique requires multiple recombination events to create the desired gene replacement and hybridization experiments must be performed to detect each one. A less cumbersome method of introducing DNA fragments into BACs through homologous recombination would be advantageous.

We describe herein an alternative method for modifying BACs in E. coli by using homologous recombination. To accomplish this, a linear DNA construct containing properly situated Chi sites [5'-GCTGGTG-3'] (17)] was used to promote and target homologous recombination to BACs. In E. coli, properly oriented Chi sites located near each end of a linear DNA fragment stimulate transfer of the segment between them to homologous DNA by recombination through...
the RecBCD pathway (18). With this method, we modified BACs containing the zebrafish GATA-2 genomic locus by replacing the first coding exon with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene. The Chi-stimulated recombination event occurred precisely without additional deletions or rearrangements of the BACs. We demonstrate that GATA-2 expression patterns in proliferating skin enveloping layer cells (EVL), the central nervous system, and hematopoietic progenitor cells can be recapitulated in living zebrafish embryos by using these GFP-modified GATA-2 BACs. This technology should facilitate the identification and examination of gene regulatory elements, not only in zebrafish but in any organism where gene transfer techniques are applicable.

METHODS

Creating a Targeting Construct for Homologous Recombination. A plasmid, pRM4-N, containing triple Chi sites flanking a multiple cloning site (MCS) and NotI sites for linearization was constructed as follows. An oligonucleotide containing three adjacent Chi sites was used to introduce properly oriented Chi sites to the left of the MCS in plasmid pUC19 by using the Morph kit (5 Prime→3 Prime); this destroyed the EcoRI site in the MCS and generated pRM1. Separately, triple Chi sites were introduced to the right of the MCS in pUC19, to generate pRM2; these MCS-proximal Chi sites are separated by the sequence 5′-CCA-3′, to generate an MscI restriction site for identification of the insert. Appropriate restriction fragments from pRM1 and pRM2 were ligated to generate pRM3, with triple Chi sites on each side of the MCS, properly situated to stimulate recombination of any DNA fragment contained between them (17, 18). The origin of replication (ori)-containing BsaI–AflIII fragment of pRM3 was removed and substituted with the pBR322 ori-containing BsaI–PvuII fragment of pDA16 (18) to generate pRM4. The ori of pDA16 and pRM4 are flanked by EcoRI restriction sites. The ori–EcoRI fragment of pRM4 was removed by EcoRI digestion and replaced with a 700-bp ori fragment from pUC19 by using the PCR. Primers containing NotI restriction sites were used for this PCR to create an ori with a NotI site at each end. The vector and pUC19 ori DNA fragments were blunt-ended by using the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I and the ori fragment was treated with T4 polynucleotide kinase before ligation with T4 DNA ligase. Deletion of the EcoRI sites and addition of NotI sites were verified by restriction digestion.

Zebrafish GATA-2 genomic fragments (19) containing 3.6 kb of DNA 5′ to the ATG initiation codon and 1.7 kb beginning at the first intron after the ATG of GATA-2 and extending into the second coding exon were ligated into the MCS of pRM4-N. The 1-kb GFP reporter gene (20) and 1.24-kb kanamycin-antibiotic-resistance gene from pUC4Km (21) were inserted between the two GATA-2 genomic fragments with the GFP gene adjacent to the 5′ GATA-2 fragment. This constitutes the 10.6-kb GATA-2 homologous recombination targeting construct (G2TC) used in this study (Fig. 1C). Recombination between a linearized G2TC DNA fragment and the GATA-2 gene will result in replacement of the 226-bp first coding exon with 2.24 kb representing the GFP and kanamycin gene.

Preparation of GATA-2 BACs for Homologous Recombination. A zebrafish genomic BAC library was screened with a cDNA probe (22) by following the protocol outlined by Genome Systems (St. Louis). In conjunction with restriction enzyme mapping of the BAC clones, we performed PCR using an Expand Long Template PCR system (Boehringer Mannheim) for 30 cycles (94°C for 10 s; 65°C for 30 s; 68°C for 10 min) to determine the extent of the 5′ and 3′ sequences. For the 5′ long PCR, we used three primers that bind 10 kb upstream of the GATA-2 ATG initiation codon. The 3′ long PCR was performed by using three primers that bind near the GATA-2 polyadenyl synthesis site. These six primers were used in combination with either T7 or SP6 primers whose sequences are present in the BAC vector. BAC DNA was purified from DH10B bacteria by using Qiagen’s Plasmid Maxi kit and electrocompetent MC1061 bacteria (23) [F− araD139 Δ(ara-leu)7697 galU galK16 Δ(lac)X74 rpsL (Str+) hsdR2 (γ− mK+) mcrA mcrB1] were electroporated with the BAC DNA. Transformants were plated on Luria–Bertani (LB) agar plates containing chloramphenicol (12.5 μg/ml) and grown overnight at 37°C. The presence of intact BAC DNA in the MC1061 bacteria was verified by comparison of BAC DNA from chloramphenicol-resistant colonies with BAC DNA from the original DH10B bacterial strain after digestion with various restriction enzymes. For transformation with linearized G2TC DNA, MC1061 bacteria containing GATA-2 BAC DNA were made competent by using a CaCl2 method (24).

Transformation and Selection of Recombinants. Linearized G2TC DNA was prepared by digesting G2TC plasmid with NotI overnight at 37°C and purifying the 9.9-kb targeting construct from the 700-bp ori by using a GENECLEAN kit (Bio 101). For each transformation, 200–400 ng of linearized G2TC DNA were diluted in 10 μl of MCT buffer (18), and 120 μl of CaCl2 competent MC1061 cells were added. The mixture was incubated on ice for 50 min, heat-shocked at 42°C for 1.5 min, and returned to ice for 2 min, and after the addition of 1 ml of LB medium, the bacteria were incubated at 37°C for 1 h with shaking. Cells were centrifuged at 4,000 × g for 2 min and 900 μl of LB was removed. The bacteria were resuspended in the remaining LB and plated on one LB agar plate containing kanamycin (50 μg/ml) and chloramphenicol (12.5 μg/ml). After overnight incubation at 37°C, selected colonies were
grown overnight at 37°C in 10 ml of liquid LB containing kanamycin and chloramphenicol as described above. Aliquots from colonies that grew in liquid culture were streaked onto LB agar plates containing ampicillin (100 μg/ml) and incubated overnight at 37°C. Because the ampicillin-resistance gene is located outside of the regions of GATA-2 homology in the targeting construct (Fig. 1C), ampicillin resistance will be lost when homologous recombination occurs (Fig. 1D). Ampicillin-resistant colonies may arise from transformation with plasmid DNA or by nonhomologous recombination (18). Consequently, only ampicillin-sensitive colonies were further analyzed at the molecular level.

**Molecular Analysis to Verify Homologous Recombination.** BAC plasmid DNA from kanamycin/chloramphenicol-resistant and ampicillin-sensitive colonies was prepared from 10-ml cultures by using a Wizard Plus Miniprep kit (Promega) by following the manufacturer’s recommendations for endA-positive bacterial strains. PCR was performed by using primers (Fig. 1D) designed to generate products spanning the region of GATA-2 homology. Primer P1 (5'-GGGAAATGATGATATATTGCGCGTGTG-3') binds 95 bp upstream of the 5' GATA-2 fragment in the G2TC and primer P2 (5'-CTCCGTATGTT-GCATCACCTTCACC-3') binds 100 bp downstream from the GFP ATG initiation codon, creating a 5' PCR product of 3.8 kb. Primer P3 (5'-AATGATCATAATCATGACGAGC-3') binds 470 bp downstream from the GFP ATG initiation codon and primer P4 (5'-CTGAGAGGGATACCGGATGAA-3') binds the second coding exon of GATA-2 120 bp downstream from the 3' GATA-2 fragment in the G2TC, creating a 3' PCR product of 3.6 kb.

The modified BAC plasmid DNA was digested at unique restriction sites present within the GFP and kanamycin genes, and the resulting patterns were compared with those from wild-type BAC DNA by Southern blot analysis. A 2-kb wild-type ClaI-EcoRV GATA-2 genomic fragment (Fig. 1B), extending from the 5’ untranslated region to the first intron after the ATG, was used as a probe after labeling with [-32P]dCTP by using a Random Primed DNA labeling kit (Boehringer Mannheim). Parts of the 5' and 3' regions of homology between the G2TC and the wild-type BACs were sequenced by using primers P1 and P4 described above. One modified BAC clone representing each of the three GATA-2 BAC clones was sequenced.

**Microinjection and Analysis of Zebrafish Embryos.** Modified BAC plasmid DNA was prepared from 500-ml LB cultures containing kanamycin and chloramphenicol as described above with Qiagen’s Plasmid Maxi kit. Two 70% ethanol washes were performed and the DNA was resuspended in 100 μl of 1× TE (10 mM Tris/1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). For microinjection of BAC plasmid, the DNA was diluted to 80–120 μg/ml in sterile double distilled H2O, making the final TE concentration approximately 0.5×, and KCl was added to a final concentration of 100 mM. Linearized BAC DNA was prepared for microinjection by digesting BAC plasmid with NotI to release the genomic insert from the BAC vector followed by phenol/chloroform extraction, 1:1 (vol/vol), precipitation, and dilution as described above. Single-cell-stage wild-type zebrafish embryos were microinjected with either plasmid or linearized BAC DNA and maintained as described (25).

Microinjected embryos were examined under a fluorescein isothiocyanate filter (filter set 09; excitation BP 450–490 nm; beamsplitter FT 510; emission LP 520 nm) on a Zeiss microscope equipped with a video camera system as described (19). Each modified BAC was injected independently 2–5 times and the data obtained were pooled. The expression pattern of GATA-2 was determined by whole-mount RNA in situ hybridization as described (19).

**RESULTS**

**Genomic Structure of Zebrafish GATA-2 BAC Clones.** We have chosen the GATA-2 gene to test the feasibility of modifying BACs through homologous recombination because it has a complex, but very specific, expression pattern during early zebrafish development. A BAC zebrafish genomic library was screened for the GATA-2 gene and four positive clones were identified. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis of NorI-digested BAC DNA revealed 5 inserts of 70–80 kb. Our restriction enzyme analysis suggested that two clones were similar in their genomic structures. Therefore, only three BAC clones were used for further studies. With 5’ or 3’ long PCR, we determined that GATA-2 BAC clone 1 contained approximately 20 kb of 5’ sequence and that BAC clone 4 had greater than 55 kb of 5’ sequence. Restriction enzyme mapping suggested that BAC clone 3 contained approximately 30 kb of 5’ sequence. The three overlapping BAC clones and their relationships to the GATA-2 ATG initiation codon are illustrated in Fig. 1A.

**Homologous Recombination with BACs.** The BAC plasmids were originally propagated in *E. coli* strain DH10B. Because this strain is mutated in a gene (rec-) required for homologous recombination (26), we transformed recombination proficient bacteria with the GATA-2 BAC clones. Strain MC1061, a rec+ strain, was chosen for the initial transformations. After electroporation, we performed restriction digestions of BAC plasmid DNA from independent clones to assure that no detectable structural changes had occurred in the MC1061 cells. Only those bacteria containing MC1061 that possessed similar inserts of 70–80 kb. Our restriction enzyme analysis suggested that two clones were similar in their genomic structures. Therefore, only three BAC clones were used for further studies. With 5’ or 3’ long PCR, we determined that GATA-2 BAC clone 1 contained approximately 20 kb of 5’ sequence and that BAC clone 4 had greater than 55 kb of 5’ sequence. Restriction enzyme mapping suggested that BAC clone 3 contained approximately 30 kb of 5’ sequence. The three overlapping BAC clones and their relationships to the GATA-2 ATG initiation codon are illustrated in Fig. 1A.

**Homologous Recombination with BACs.** The BAC plasmids were originally propagated in *E. coli* strain DH10B. Because this strain is mutated in a gene (rec-) required for homologous recombination (26), we transformed recombination proficient bacteria with the GATA-2 BAC clones. Strain MC1061, a rec+ strain, was chosen for the initial transformations. After electroporation, we performed restriction digestions of BAC plasmid DNA from independent clones to assure that no detectable structural changes had occurred in the MC1061 cells. Only those bacteria containing MC1061 that possessed similar inserts of 70–80 kb. Our restriction enzyme analysis suggested that two clones were similar in their genomic structures. Therefore, only three BAC clones were used for further studies. With 5’ or 3’ long PCR, we determined that GATA-2 BAC clone 1 contained approximately 20 kb of 5’ sequence and that BAC clone 4 had greater than 55 kb of 5’ sequence. Restriction enzyme mapping suggested that BAC clone 3 contained approximately 30 kb of 5’ sequence. The three overlapping BAC clones and their relationships to the GATA-2 ATG initiation codon are illustrated in Fig. 1A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAC clone</th>
<th>Transformation experiments, n</th>
<th>Colonies analyzed by ampicillin selection, n</th>
<th>Ampicillin-sensitive colonies, n</th>
<th>Gene targeting events, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td><strong>84</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with linearized G2TC DNA is shown in Fig. 1 B and D, respectively.

Verifying Homologous Recombination at the Molecular Level. PCR was used to initially identify recombined BAC plasmid DNA. The predicted 3.8-kb and 3.6-kb fragments spanning the 5' and 3' regions of G2TC homology, respectively, were obtained from 11 of 14 of the ampicillin-sensitive colonies (data not shown). A comparison of restriction digestion patterns from these 11 modified BACs revealed that they were indeed different from their wild-type counterparts. Furthermore, all of the modified clones, representing each of the GATA-2 BACs, had the expected restriction patterns, suggesting that they were modified identically.

Southern blot analysis was performed on one modified clone from each of the original three GATA-2 BACs. We used the wild-type ClaI–EcoRV GATA-2 genomic fragment (Fig. 1B) as a probe because it contains sequences lying on either side of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. If homologous recombination occurs and the GFP and kanamycin genes replace the first coding exon, then several new restriction sites will be added to this region of the gene (Fig. 1D). These sites are unique to the modified BACs and provide a means of comparing them with the corresponding wild-type BACs. Restriction digestion of BAC clone 3 with six different enzymes demonstrated that the modification occurred as predicted (Fig. 2A). BAC clones 1 and 4 were also shown, by both XhoI/BamHII and SalI restriction enzyme digestion (Fig. 2B), to be modified correctly. In each case, a single large wild-type restriction fragment was cleaved into smaller fragments because of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. The size predictions for these smaller fragments were based on previous mapping and sequence analyses of the GATA-2 genomic locus (19) and the GFP and kanamycin (21) genes. As a further test that the gene replacement was fully homologous, without the gene replacement.

Comparison of restriction digests of BAC clone 3 with six different enzymes demonstrated that the modification occurred as predicted (Fig. 2A). BAC clones 1 and 4 were also shown, by both XhoI/BamHII and SalI restriction enzyme digestion (Fig. 2B), to be modified correctly. In each case, a single large wild-type restriction fragment was cleaved into smaller fragments because of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. The size predictions for these smaller fragments were based on previous mapping and sequence analyses of the GATA-2 genomic locus (19) and the GFP and kanamycin (21) genes. As a further test that the gene replacement was fully homologous, without the gene replacement.

Southern blot analysis was performed on one modified clone from each of the original three GATA-2 BACs. We used the wild-type ClaI–EcoRV GATA-2 genomic fragment (Fig. 1B) as a probe because it contains sequences lying on either side of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. If homologous recombination occurs and the GFP and kanamycin genes replace the first coding exon, then several new restriction sites will be added to this region of the gene (Fig. 1D). These sites are unique to the modified BACs and provide a means of comparing them with the corresponding wild-type BACs. Restriction digestion of BAC clone 3 with six different enzymes demonstrated that the modification occurred as predicted (Fig. 2A). BAC clones 1 and 4 were also shown, by both XhoI/BamHII and SalI restriction enzyme digestion (Fig. 2B), to be modified correctly. In each case, a single large wild-type restriction fragment was cleaved into smaller fragments because of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. The size predictions for these smaller fragments were based on previous mapping and sequence analyses of the GATA-2 genomic locus (19) and the GFP and kanamycin (21) genes. As a further test that the gene replacement was fully homologous, without the gene replacement.

Comparison of restriction digests of BAC clone 3 with six different enzymes demonstrated that the modification occurred as predicted (Fig. 2A). BAC clones 1 and 4 were also shown, by both XhoI/BamHII and SalI restriction enzyme digestion (Fig. 2B), to be modified correctly. In each case, a single large wild-type restriction fragment was cleaved into smaller fragments because of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. The size predictions for these smaller fragments were based on previous mapping and sequence analyses of the GATA-2 genomic locus (19) and the GFP and kanamycin (21) genes. As a further test that the gene replacement was fully homologous, without the gene replacement.

Southern blot analysis was performed on one modified clone from each of the original three GATA-2 BACs. We used the wild-type ClaI–EcoRV GATA-2 genomic fragment (Fig. 1B) as a probe because it contains sequences lying on either side of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. If homologous recombination occurs and the GFP and kanamycin genes replace the first coding exon, then several new restriction sites will be added to this region of the gene (Fig. 1D). These sites are unique to the modified BACs and provide a means of comparing them with the corresponding wild-type BACs. Restriction digestion of BAC clone 3 with six different enzymes demonstrated that the modification occurred as predicted (Fig. 2A). BAC clones 1 and 4 were also shown, by both XhoI/BamHII and SalI restriction enzyme digestion (Fig. 2B), to be modified correctly. In each case, a single large wild-type restriction fragment was cleaved into smaller fragments because of the inserted GFP and kanamycin genes. The size predictions for these smaller fragments were based on previous mapping and sequence analyses of the GATA-2 genomic locus (19) and the GFP and kanamycin (21) genes. As a further test that the gene replacement was fully homologous, without the gene replacement.
DISCUSSION

The ability to target homologous recombination to precise chromosomal locations has provided opportunities for the study of gene expression in whole animal systems (27). Modification of YACs through gene targeting and the generation of transgenic mice with these artificial chromosomes makes it possible to study many aspects of gene regulation during both normal development and the course of genetic disease (4). However, given the difficulties encountered when working with YAC DNA, we chose to develop a method whereby BACs can be modified through targeted homologous recombination for the purpose of gene expression studies in zebrafish. These artificial chromosomes can easily be purified intact and in a concentration suitable for analysis in zebrafish.

In this study we used a linear construct containing Chi sites to target homologous recombination in E. coli to BACs containing the zebrafish GATA-2 genomic locus. The result was precise replacement of the first coding exon of GATA-2 with the GFP and kanamycin genes. For the Chi-stimulated recombinational event to occur, a recombination-proficient bacterial strain possessing an intact RecBCD pathway was used. In this environment, a Chi-containing linear DNA molecule interacts with the RecBCD enzyme resulting in homologous recombination with the bacterial (18, 28, 29) or artificial chromosome (Table 1). The precision of the gene targeting event is an important aspect of this technique because it means that desired mutations and modifications can be introduced into artificial chromosomes with accuracy.

The chance that homologous recombination will occur at a particular chromosomal location is increased by Chi sites; however, this is still a rare event. Therefore, we used a positive–negative antibiotic selection procedure to efficiently select for bacterial colonies containing modified BACs. Positive selection identified those BAC-containing bacteria that integrated the kanamycin gene and negative selection identified bacteria that were ampicillin-sensitive. Through this enrichment process, we were able to minimize the number of bacterial colonies requiring molecular analyses, thereby saving both time and money. Molecular analyses of the 14 ampicillin-sensitive colonies revealed that 11 had undergone the correct gene targeting event. This represents a frequency of 2.8 gene replacements per transformation experiment using 200–400 ng of G2TC DNA. With other rec1 bacterial strains, Dabert and Smith (18) obtained average gene replacement frequencies of 1.4–6.4 per transformation with 100 ng of DNA when using a linear Chi-containing DNA construct to target the E. coli chromosome. Consequently, our results demonstrate that gene targeting to BACs using Chi-stimulated homologous recombination can occur with an efficiency similar to targeting the E. coli chromosome.

We used 3.6 kb and 1.7 kb of 5' and 3' homologous DNA sequence (Fig. 1C), respectively, to target recombination with the zebrafish GATA-2 genomic locus. Chi can function over several kilobases of heterologous sequence (30), and the minimum amount of homologous DNA required for this event to occur may be as little as 25 bp (31). The efficiency for this gene targeting event may be increased if larger regions of homology are used in the targeting construct. We have used this technique to modify the zebrafish rag1 gene contained within a BAC (data not shown). In this case, 4.7 kb of 5' and 5 kb of 3' homologous DNA sequences were used in the targeting construct. After one transformation experiment with the linearized targeting construct, we found that 14 of 15
We chose zebrafish to demonstrate the usefulness of this technique for two reasons. (i) Our previous studies indicate that zebrafish provide an excellent system for analyzing gene enhancer/promoter activities using GFP because the developing embryo is transparent (19, 32). (ii) Artificial chromosomes have not been used to analyze gene expression in living zebrafish embryos. Specifically, embryos injected with GFP-modified GATA-2 BAC clones developed GFP expression in developing skin EVL cells, neurons, and circulating blood cells. We have reported that smaller plasmid constructs produced EVL expression when microinjected into zebrafish embryos (19). Because GATA-2 expression in EVL cells has not been reported in the literature, we hypothesized that a silencer element that would normally suppress EVL expression was missing from these smaller constructs. Given the extensive 5' and 3' sequences in the BAC clones, our results further suggest that GATA-2 is expressed in EVL cells. Furthermore, the percentage of BAC-injected 48-h embryos with GFP expression in hematopoietic cells was higher than previously reported for smaller GATA-2 promoter constructs (19). These results suggest that the GFP-modified GATA-2 BACs more accurately duplicated the GATA-2 expression pattern that occurs in hematopoietic cells. This difference was probably caused by the increased susceptibility of smaller plasmid constructs to position effects (36) but may be attributable to an enhancer element that is present in the BAC clones but absent from smaller constructs.

In summary, we have developed a simple procedure for modifying BACs in E. coli using Chi sites to promote homologous recombination between a linear DNA fragment and the artificial chromosomes. This method should also be adaptable to the modification of PACs. The ability to expediently modify these artificial chromosomes for transgenic experiments should facilitate in vivo genetic studies, not only in zebrafish but also in any organism amenable to transgenic methods. In addition to studying gene regulatory elements, modified BACs should facilitate these artificial chromosomes for transgenic experiments as part of large genomic constructs. This method should also be adaptable to any organism amenable to transgenic methods. In addition to studying gene regulatory elements, modified BACs should facilitate analogous recombination between a linear DNA fragment and the artificial chromosomes. This method should also be adaptable to any organism amenable to transgenic methods.